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CONSIDERATIONS OF CAREER EDUCATION
IN POSTSECONDARY :EDUCATION

. Preface

In 1976, OE's Office of Career Education published a monograph entitled
Applications of the Concept of Career Education to. Higher Education. That
document presented a general overview of the conceptual problem. Since that
time, OCE has also published, under contract, a monograph written by
Professor Paul A. Olson, University of Nebraska, entitled.The Liberal Arti-and
Career Education. Additionally, two other monographs have been written for

# and published under the' auspices of the National Advisory Co cil on Career
Education, each of which concerns -itself with the, generic topic of career
education at the postsecondary level. One of these, written by Dr. Michael B.
Goldstein, University .of Illinois, is .entitled The Current Sthe' of Career
Education c-4 the Postsecondary Level. The second, written by' D . Robert F.
Sexton, University of Kentucky, is entitled Experiential Education and
Community involvement- Practices At the Postsecondary Level: Implications
For Career Education. Each of these documents Can be ordered from the
Government Printing'Office, Washington, D.C. 204142. ,\ -

.
.

During ihe 1977-7A. academic year,- I have been asked., on four differht
'occasions, to comment on the general -. topic of career education And
postsecZindary education. This monogrph represents 'a collection of -the four
papers prepared in this area during that perio,il of time. While none is as
comprehensive as the monographs referred to above,-eachcan be thought of as
one more attempt to add a small contribution, to the evolving concept of career
education at the postsecondary edi.lation level. Two of the papers- refer
specifically to the four year college/uaiversity setting. In both, a strong plea
was made. for recognizing and .utilizing liberal' arts education as a basic
ingredient in. defining career education efforts. Even more obvious will be the

. emphasis, in both papers, on the critical importance of the teaching faculty in
the effective delivery of career education iat the .college/university level. One
paper was prepared thinking of the liberal. arts college -while the second
envisioned the State college/university setting as its target consideration.

e Am r

1

. - The third paper represents the latest' ,in..a Oseries of CE efforts to think
about and stimulate discussion of .career/education at the community college
level. The fou-rth attacks the general priCiblern 'of lcooperative- education and

,,work *experience education as they relate to the career education effort at both
the secondary andyostsecondary levels.,

.,



It is considered rtmportant to publish_ these four papers in a single
monograph at this time primarily because of the fact that P.L. 95-207THE
CAREER. DUCATION IMPLEMENTATION INCENTIVE ACT OF 1.977
contains a special. section 'calling for extensive demonstration of career
education at the postsecondary level. It is hoped that this 'set of papers, along
with the several monographs referred to above, will be helpful to postsec-
ondary education policymakers and practitioners as they think about and.
demonstrate the best methods and procedures for delivering effective career
.education-at the postsecondary education levels.

iv

:-Kenneth B. Hoyt
DireCtor, Office Of. Career Education
United States Office of Education

.



SOME THOUGHTS ON CAREER EDUCATION
AND THE LIBERAL ARTS

Vocationalism and the liberal arts are. frequently pictured as having
opposing value bases. The career educiition concept represents an attempt to

I bring vocationalism and the liberal. arts-together in .a :compatible conceptual
1 framework. In so doing this concept has ictured the %beral arts as having

significant. positive contribution's to make_; .ward attainment of the goal of
education as pre aration foi work. If fully implemented, it is my contention
that the career education concept will' 'enhance, not detract from, the
importance' r the liberal 'arts in higher education:.

-- , . . .

To defend this contention-demands that career education be conceptualized
in such .a way that make logical connections among a number of facts which,
when combined, appear on the surface to be lacking in logic. The facts to
which I refer include such bits of information as the followirig:

1. A record number of persons will graduate 'from college in 197*

_,2. The most frequently given reason for attending college given by entering
freshmen is to ready, themselves for employment.

3. There are predicted to be approximately one million more college
graduates during the period 1974-85 than jobs requiring college degrees.

There are three sub-topics to be considered here. First, the goals of career
education must be ,clatified. Second,. the topic- of the liberal arts as preparation
for work must:be discussed. Finally, a few continents are in order with 'respect
to career education, as one of a number of change -alternatives, currently
available to higher education.

Goals of Career Education and Iligher Education

The Cooperative Institutional Research Program; University of California,
recently published results of a survey entitled "The American' Freshman:
National Norms, for Fall 1976."2 This survey included responses of 215,890
freshmen entering 393 colleges, and universities in 1976. Under "reasons noted

1 Projections of Educational Statistics - 19,7-86. Washington, D.C. National Center for
Educational Statistics, 1977. -

2 Austin, A. W.,. M. R. King, and G. T. Richardson, The American Freshman: National
Norms for Fhll 19 76:\LCIS Angeles: Cooperative Institutional Research Program of the
AmeriCan Council on Education and the University of California at Los Angeles, 1976.

P,'
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as very important:in deciding to go to copsie',7,71.7% of te,/freshmen in the
sample listed "able to get a -better job" ,:Ti*Jy,4s the ,i,e'ason most often
checked. Next- was "learn more about. thiri,gs'.' and, thirdfrias "able to make
more money" There can be littleki.doubt.ibut that entering college freshmen
place a:high-value on the goal of education'as preparation',for work.

areer education is, in part,: an effort to make educatfon as preparatioh for
work an inwortant goal' of highr education inStitutidns so that student goals
and institutional goals are more compatible/ in nature. For .those higher -
education institutions. who value dos goal. catyr education asks that this value
he translated into speciffc action 'ccimmitments, Such actions include: (a) an
emphasis by the teaching facult)i on:ways in which their efforts will help meet
this institutional goal; (b): a concentrated campus-Wide ernphaSis on providing
Opportunities fdr career deirelopment assistance to altstudents; and (c) an
emphasis on involving the business/labor/industry community in institutional
efforts to attain this goal. The specific, methods and procedures advOcated by
career eduCation have been documented elsewhere and needinot.be'repe.ated
here.3

'A second part of the career education effort is to improve the appropriate -
ness' Of Meaning of the goal of education as preparatiOn for work in higher
education. institutions. Career education asks that this meaning be extended
considerably beyond the traditional interpretation of providing students with
specific vocational skills _required for entry into the occupational.society. In
addition to this traditional emphasis, tlie -career education concept Calls for
attention to providing students with the means to:. (a) change with-changes in
the oCcUpationalsociety; (b) move up and advanCe in the occupVional society
_after having gained entry into it; (c) humanize the work place ger themselves
over and beyond_ any humanizing efforts' made by -the occupational society
itself; and (d) make unpaid work, as well as paid, employment, a. meaningful
arid roductive part of the individual's total lifestyle. In each of these four
.way The career education concept represents anexpansiOn of goals far, beyond
th se traditionally associated with what:has been known as "Vocationalism."

The -Liberal Arts as Preparation for. Work

I saw recently a quote attributed to Dr. Allan Ostar, Executive Director.of
the American Association of State Colleges and Universities in which.he said:

Corporate presidents go around making lovely speeches written. by Ivy
'League's about the value of a libefal aits education, but somehow don't
communicate these views to their personnel departments doing the hiring."4

3 Hoyt, K. Application of the Concept of Career Education to Higher Education: An
Idealistic Model. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976.

4"A Surplus of Grads" Washington P6st, August 21, 1977.



Some conjecture appears to be in order relative to the possible dynarnics
involved in providing an explanation for this situation.

First, the:question mat. ed; ',What are the specific, vocational skills
impailed by the liberal arts'?,.' A different, but equally intriguing question is,
"What would lead an employer to hire a liberal arts graduate over a non-liberal
arts graduate in these times ?' Both questions become appropriate to ask when
one considers recent BLS estimates that, during the period 1974-1985, a total
of 13,1 million college iraduates will be competing for 12.1 million jobs
requiring a college education.s- Like most futuristic estimates, some error is
undoubtedly-involved. In spite of this,I am convinced that there is good reason
to believe that these estimates possess a considerable degree of validity.

To consider these questions in the narrowest sense, one'could,simply point
.,to the fact that the liberal -arts are de-Signed to transmit:to Students knowledge
,regarding the basic nature and values of the cultureand that, obviouSly, the
nature of work and work values are a part of the -contents of the liberal arts. In

-terms of process, as opposed to content, goal§, the liberal arts are -designed to
provide students- with skills to thinkto think logically, to think philosophi-
cally, to think scientifically, to think creatively, to think analytically,- and to
think retrospectively: Sucti skills are undeniably- "vocational skills" in that thpy
are the ones most needed_ and utilized in making basic policy decisions both in
the occupational society and in the larger society. The 'corporate presidents
Ostar refers to. are persons for whom such vocational- sldlls are of paramount
importance in performance of their daily taski. It is little wonder that they
value them:

Second, it seems.important to recognize that the vocational skills imparted
through the liberal arts are valued ,much more highly at top levels of -the
otipationat society than at whaC has come to represent. entry-level employ -
merit opportunities for recent-college graduates. At the entry level, employers
seem to value specific vocational /technical /professional competencies -related.
to occupational productivity defined in the narrow terms of a particular'job or
position. Faced with a .surplus of college graduates; it is not. surprising that .

personnel managers tend. to hire those who can contribute-most directlyanti
. .

in the shortest posSible timeto organizational productivity.

Third,, to carry this point one further step, there appear today to be many
jobs requiring a college degree where the specific vocational skills of the litieral

_graduate' may well be considered more of a liability than an asset. That is,
the ability to thinkin more than a mechanistic senseis actually discouraged

.
5Baxter, Neale, "Payoffs rand Payments: The Economies of College Education."..

Occupational Outlook Quarterly, 1977, -21, No. 2, 28-33.
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in many' jobs new college -graduates find, today. The ability to think, as a
specific vocational skill, appears to be more highly valued and utilized as one
moves pp the occupational ladder. Perhaps this is, what. has caused some to
claim that the liberal arts college prepares its gwluates for their second, third,
or,.fow dth jobs, not for those they first Miter graduation. While this logic
appears sound, It is equally logical to point out that the person who has not
"found a "first" job 'cannot; by definition, find a "second" one It'seerns to me
inevitable that. today's liberal arts graduate§ must, somewhere in their college
experience, accumulate some specific vocational skills valuable for gaining
entry into today's occupational society:Such skills can be considered, over and
beyond skills imparted by the liberal arts designed to enable.them toladvance
and move up in that society.

Fourth, there are three eminently practical benefits to be gained by, those
who acquire the vocational skills imparted through a liberal arts education.-
They include: (I) liberal arts skills will be valuable assets in gaining
.advancement in the occupational society; (2) liberal arts skills vvill\beuseful,
even in the most .menial of.jobs,, in efforts of the individual to humanize the
workplace for herself or himselfi.e-:, to develop a.sense of meaningfulness and..
purposefulness in the work activities that extend beyond) the simkle routine
tasks to be performed;_and (3) liberial arts skills will be of great use AO the
individual in developing and implementing a' total lifestyle that inclUdes ways
of making .productiVe and satisfying use of leisure time The liberal arts are at
least as "practical" today as they have ever been in the past..'4.n appropriate
interpretation of meaning' of the goal of education as preparation fcir work in
these times must recognize and embrace the values Of a liberal arts education.

The e Challenge for Change: Implications fore. Liberal Arts Education

.Faced with the. three conditions outlined at the beginning of . this,
presentation, it seems 'apparent that some change is called for on,the part of
higher education. That is, it seems iiidefensiWe to continue recruiting, college
freshmen knowing their -primary, motivation for college attendance is prepara-
tion for work and knowing further that many of them will find thein§elves
either unemployed or underemployed upon graduation from college.' To
continue college recruiting efforts while ignoring these cicinditions is .unfair to
both the students 'being recruited and to the larger tsociety-. Yet; on many
college campuses, this, in effect, aPpears to be what is happening..The tinje for
change has come. Here; four . posSible basic approaches -- including :career.
educationwill be congidered.

One direction that could be legitirnately taken would be that of placing
emphasis on goals of higher education that extend beyond simply that of. .

education as preparation for work. In effect, this would necessitate a campaign



/ ,

iamed .at convincing the a.iproximately ,70%' of today's entering college
freshmen that they are wrong in placing, .their ,top priority on the goal of
education as piAParation for work., By ignoring this goal, the college could mktconcentrate on other goal's of higher education that have important lifestyle'
iMplicatiOns. Such an .approach would lend both legitimacy midi credence to
current actions aimed / at increasing .campaigns aimed 'at attracting more
students to the caMpuS., few colleges appear to ,be 'currently oving in this
direction. This strategy, however, does not appear at this time to r present any
kind of national trend. '

A .second baSic direction in which American higher education ould move,
in, attempting to recognize and act on predictions of surplus colic e graduates
for the,:nuinber of job openings, would be to reduce, the _number i way,s'that
correspond more nearly to demands of the occupational society. Th s could be
accOmplished, of course,-by such means as (a) raising admission standards.; (b)
raising course Standards; and /or (c) emphasizing to progpective college students
that, if they seek specific vocational skills for use in entering today's labor
markets, there arc many -alternative forms of postsecondary education that
they should ,consider--i.e., by actively discouraging perions who 'express
.interest in college attendance. Again, while a few institutions appear to be
moving in this basic.direction, there is certainly no evidence that it is.a national
trend.

f

Were this ariknoach to be adopted, it could, be defended, in a democratic:
society such as 115ur s , only on the basis .of a concern for improving the qiiality
Of American- higher educationnot .on a . pure "matching persons Land jobs"

:basis.- There seems little doubt that, whether or not these means are:the ones
utiltzed;. an active and *Concerted .effort aimed at ,ituOroVing the quality of .

AMerican higher educationand particularly the :quality of liberal arts
edUcationis sorely needed. In the case of the liberal. arts specifically, I,. for
one, 'd0 'not ''believe that liberal arts.education can be effectively .carried out
.through ,Mass instruction. calling for large 'Class size. To teach so-called "liberal
arts courses"--by means of.large classes and utilizing Junior staff members can,.
ill :no way, be. pictured legitimately 'As providing a "liberal, arts education." To
teach' students to think, in my 'Vie4V-, callSat a minimurn for small classeS, for
instrUctors, who thernSelves have ample time and the ability to think, and fdr.:
the concentrated use of both .oral!_and written cormnunication. as _Vehicles for
helping.:.students learn to think:: Liberal' arts-. education cannot ,be,mass
education;. It has been .bOth- fake and dangerous to assume that liberal arts
instructions' is less expensive than,...iechnicar or .professional education. It may.:
well be, if done right, more expensiv.e.'The need for a return to true quality.,
liberal arts edlicatio,n. is, in my opinion oth strong and convincing: .

. .

C/
A third possible basic approach to change in American highei education

would be to reVorse the:' traditional .ordering of emphasis on libeT1 arts



ed1.4eatiog 7gs/opposed to profesSional/technical education. I am not thihking
here of simply placing the. so-called "professional specialization"'portiOn of the
undergraduate degree at the Freshman/sophornore levels ariccthe "littral arts
education" portion at the junior/senior level.Rather; I am thinking ofsa change
that would -lead to professional specialization courses occupying most of the
undergraduate curriculum with anincreasing emphasis on liberal, arts education .

at the graduateor at least.posfbaccalaureatelevel.

The rationale behind such .a change is obvious.. Several yearS'ago, employers
-Were, in effect, saying tci.colleges and universities:, "Give us graduates with a
broad liberal:artsieduCatiOn, who can think.. clearlY'and constructively. We will
provide them with'. the specific vocational -skills they :need in an on-the-job-
_manner:" Today, ernployers reiponSible'fOr the actual Iiiring'of recent college .

. graduateS. seem to be saying: ."Give us persOns with specific vocational skills as
well as liberal . arts, skills. If you do, we will find workers who.'ire both
immediately, productive and, in -addition, capable of moving up in our
.organization." It, seems" obvious 'that, to Whatever extent-being -"capable of
moving up in our organization': becomes a boniis long run side-effect.rather
than an 'operationally important hiring criteriOn; the importance of the liberal
arts as preparation for work will be' underenriPhasized.

i

The potential dangers of this third apAroach are obvious. If carried to an
extreme, it would. mean an increased emphasis on those institutions concenr
trating major 'attention on :sppplying\sstiiiients with specific entryrlevel
'Vocational skills and a cOrrespondi9g fde-eM.Phasis On liberal arts institutifini of
higher education., If this were to hapiieitistliose' liberal' arts colleges that
survived might. well fincl themselves concentrating priMary attention on
providing- employed workers who are candidates for middle and upper
management positions with liberal arts education. At its ultimate-extreme, this
direction -could lead to employers saying-to colleges: "Give us the person with
specific vocational skillssrequirecrfor job entry and we will give thern,aliberat
arts educatibn thrOtigh on -the job- training"ari exaCtireyersalof earlier Urines!.
While obviously not seemsto happen, it sees importantthat it-could. That is,
the possibility that liberal arts education could take filace in a:setting other
than a liberal arts college or a university with a strong-liberal arts emphasis is
not one that can-be ignore

If therer is any discernable trend toward -change in American higher
education at this time, it would-seem to be closer to this third direction than to
either of the first .twO discussed here.,-If, indeed; it 'is a trend, then, in my
opinion, it is one-that shOuld be discouraged, not encouraged.

."

Impleinenting- the career education -concept, to. me, represents a fourth
possible, direction for change in American higher .education. Basically, it

9 -
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involes recognizing and -acting on the high value most college students today
place', on the goal of education as preparation for work. Rather than ignoring
this goal or trying to convince students it is an unwise one to hold, career .

education seeks institutional change that will proVide suitable and,appropriate
[ .assistance 'to students in attaining that goal. It does so through the
1 .simultaneous and coordinated use of a number of 'more specific changes

inclui[

ilng: ,
1.i A change 'toward recognizing and providing opportunities for some

combination of both liberal arts education'and fpeafic vocational skill
training for all students. While the specific vocational skill training may,
tin. part, be provided by course instruction, career education seeks to
'promote its acquisition through experiential education approaches
['including various forms of work experience, internships, practica, and
observations in the occupational society itself. It recognizes that such
'experiences do not necessarily have to compete with regular on-campus.
courses; i.e., they can be acquired in after school hours, during summer
periods, and can take place in off-campus settings with some of the
instruction being provided by persons who are not members -of thel....3
regular teaching faculty. Some of this experience may be given academic
credit but other parts may not. Similarly, some might represent paid
activities while other parts may be unpaid.

2. A change toward encouraging a conscious recognition and emphasis on
the part of the liberal arts teaching faculty of the contributions ofliberal
arts education to attaining the goal of education as preparation for work.
This includes providing faculty opportunity to see and experience ways
in which the liberal arts are valued by and valuable in the occupational
society. Hopefully, this change will motivate both the liberal-arts faculty
member and the liberal arts student to better recognize the importance
of the process, as well as the content; goals of liberal arts education.

3. A change toward a campus-wide emphasis involving the teaching faculty..
as well as student personnel workers on providing career development
opportunities for all students. Like the experiential education emphasis,
this may or may not involve time during the regular school day and/or
formal courses taught for college credit. Its results shoultkiinclude helping
each student acquire both a clearer set of career goals and a .personally
meaningful set of work values.

4. A change -.aimed-, at-encouraging quality education through a competency
oriented, "performance abased approach to evaluation of instruction. Such
an approach is consistent with providing student records of accomplish-
ment that should, be attractive to those seeking to employ college



graduates. More importantly, it is consistent with career education's
pervasive attempts to help students value work through giving them
recognition and credit when they have worked.

5 -A change aimed at a campus-wide emphasis on the broad, -generic goals
of higher education that extend beyond the goal of education as
preparation for-work. Unless this change takes place, a career education
effort will inevitably be faced with the proverbial "pendulum problem"
and can be predicted-to have only a limited life. The current educational
trend emphasizing process and con- tent goalS of instruction in the name
of educational accountability requires supplementation in the form of a
simultaneous emphasis ontthe broad, generic goals of higher education if
a long7ruli sense of commitment and purpose is to be seen in the
teaching/learning process. A number of such broad, generic goals has
traditionally existed in higher-. education with education as preparation
for work being only one of these.. American higher education owes it to
its s dents to provide a conscious emphasis on all of its generic goals so
tha tudents can be helped tc; understand and to take advantage of the
multiple benefits of. higher education.

6. A change toward expanding the ways higher education serves older
adults as well as recent high school graduates. The three major emphases
included in the career education strategy here are: (a) an emphasis on
providing occupational upgrading specific vocational skills for persons
having gradilated from College. some years ago; (6) an Qmphasis on
providing liberal arts e tion for persons in the occupational society
needing such skills for en into niid- management and upper-manage-'
ment positions in. the occ pational society; and (c) an emphasis on
providink liberal arts educat n for persons in the occupational society
seeking wa s of finding and e gaging in a more p sonally satisfying total
lifestyle. le career educa, on coricept,strongl maintains that the days.
when Am= lean higher education existed primarily fore purposes of
serving yout are past.

Any one of these could, of course, " be instigated on any given
campus in the form' of a specific programmatic effort: Career education seeks
to remain as `a concept that Will serve'as a catalytic "glue" for encouraging the
coordinated insertion of all of these 'changes in -the name of providing a more
proper and ap):iropriate emphasis On the goal of education as preparation for
work: It is a.ditection for change tijat has been purposefully devised in hope
that it will serve as a logical and reasonable way of resolving the apparently
conflicting conditions outlined at the beginning ,of this presentation. L

It seems imperative, in the light of current conditions and projected future
events,_that American higher education must somehow address the problem of

- 8
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how it can best meet the goal of education as preparation for Work. Liberal arts
edudation, as 'part of higher education, will not benefit brityoring this
challenge nor by pretending that it has no bonafide role to play in its solution.

Of the several alternatives available to higher educatidn for meeting challenges
for change resulting from this problem, the career education concept has been
pictured here as one that calls for the active and positive involvement of liberal
-arts education. It is hoped that those persons directly involved in liberal' arts
education will rn e' toward implementing the career education concept in
their change- efforts
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PARADOXES AND POTENTIAL FOR CAREER EDUCATION
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

The immediate need for and potential of effectively delivering career
education in higher educations is greater than at any other level of American
education. Yet, the acceptance and implementation of the career education
concept has been slowest at the higher education level. It is the purptose of this
paper to present one view of why this has occurred and to suggest a series of
action steps for consideration by the higher education community.

Many', of the thoughts included. in:;:this paper were obtained from
participants. in three 'OCE "mini-conferencesl" conducted during the ',1976-77
academic. year. Two of these involved persons' engaged in career education-
efforts at publically -Supported State colleges and universities. The third
involved a number of professional associations in higher education including
the American Association of State Colleges and Universities. Notes from the
entire series of 10 "mini-conferences" . have been published by and are
available, in limited quantity,;, from OE's Office of Career Education tinder the
title CAREER EDUCATION, MINI- CONFERENCES FOR POSTSECONDARY
PRACTITIONERS. While some of what I learned from the participants will be
related here, I do not, of course, want them to be held responsible for these
remarks.

In order to set /he stage for these remarks, I would like-to begin by noting a
number of paradoxe's that seem to be contributing to the problem. Following
this, I would like to discuss the p blem terms of whatl see as, its four major
elements; namely (a) students; (b) a ministration; (c) staff; and (d) faculty.
Necessarily, a discussion involving this many sub-parts means that each can be
mentioned here only in brief outline form.

Paradoxes Facing Implementation of Career Education in Higher Education,, ,;
, .

Several things strike me as odd wheh I consider the problerds involyed in
implementing , a career education effort in 4-tigher ,:education. -Wiille,-.1 Rave

tullY. labeled them here as "paradoxes," you may tel more comfortable'illinking
.--1.1i-- tki.,-'ia.bout them as "hunches," "hypotheses," or' s' ply -as "random thot/ights:' My

"random thoughts" on this subject include the following: ., .

1. It strikes me as unfortunate that one of the, apparenyineVitable results
of emphasizing the importanCe of protecting theindividual faculty
member's right to change rapidly is an ,increase in the difficulty of
obtaining institutional change. It seems parado-34cical that, the more we
seek to protect the right.of,th6 individual faculty member to change,
the less likely we are to be able to move 'toward overall institutional
change: / 0

/
... /
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2. It strikes me as paradoxical that, as the evidence mounts demonstrating
the intense interest of college students in readying themselves for work,
'there has been no corresponding rise in interest and/or action on the
part of colleges and universities.

3. It seems paradoxical that, on many college campuses today; .there exist
closer working relationships between staff pei-SonS' and members of the
broader community .than between staff persons and members of the
teaching faculty.

4. It seems paradoxical that one of the most appropriate ways for er,
education to respond to. pressures for a greater emphasis on the al of
education as preparation' for work is to respond by emphiW rig the
multiple goals of higher education. It will certainly be at-Sikil x if one
of the major contribution's career education makes to -10
is to bring about a re- awakening and an added emph' n ffials of
higher education other than that of educatiOn as prepata Oh for work.

5. It strikes me as paradoxical that, as higher education in itutions Worry
more and more about obtaining alumni support, they seem still to be
reluctant to utilize alumni as resource persons in career education.
efforts.

6. 'It seems paradoxical to me that,, while the cur_r nt rapid increase in
con uing education efforfs Of higher education is increasingly 'directed
to a d a career emphasis, there appears to be no c *responding increase-_`z
i a career emphasis for the undergraduate prog ms.

seems paradoxical to observe the size 'le resistance to career
education coming from theffibers of the lib ral arts faculty when, in
actuality, a career education emphasis cowl easily become one of their
strongest rationales for existence;

.7

8. It strikes me, as paradoxical to obs rve that, as the need far
collaboration in 'career ethication beco es increasingly obvious, the106

response of many institutions of higher ducation seems to move in the
opposite directiorrby creating still more competing programs.

9. It seems paradoxical toz?bserve that witile persons from the broader
business /labor /industry-community a e becoming. increasingly involved
in many cqllege program operatio s, there has been no systematic
effort to use.thbr involvement as a's ulus for institutional change.
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. 10. It seems paradOxical that philOsofthiCal tatements of goals_ and
objectives appearing in college' catalogues seem to be read more
frequently by pareiits and the general public than by -members of the

'teaching faculty.
.

.

While these apparent "paradoxes' s. may seem to you to be either
nonexistent or easily explainable, I have a hunch that they are very realm the
minds of many influential, hiernbers of the general public. Rather than
enumerate more here, it seems more fruitful to turn now to a discussion of
various elements within higher eduCation that must be considered in making
decisions relative to the need for and applicability of the :career education
concept to higher education.

The Student Body

tt f'It seems o me easy to e en d-
desire, need, are: ready for, and hav,

I +

contention that today'S college itudents
many natural environmental opportunities

to benefit frOm .career. education if such a i emphasis were p1iced in higher
education.

-,
The desire of today's college' 4tude2ts for greater -assistance- in readying

1 ,themselves for work -is evident inja with variety;'of doctiMentS known to this
audience and requires no documentatiOn fire.- The'distence of that desire was

flemplisized. by almOSt every partich4ht 'in the !irrilni-conferenOs7 referred to
earlier. Whether this desire is a function .-6 an' increasing sense of seriousness of

'
,

purpose among today's college yOUth, a 'flirii ctitin of *it,realization of'current
troulOes facing , college gradu4es "ins occuPatiOnal' society,. -or some
combination of such:factor could beM bated. The presence of the desire is; in. Q :
my opiruon, real and nots bject to nee ed debateiv. :, :., : ,

kA ./ ..1 . , ..

The need of college stu ents-for.greter,,career-asslitance is equally obvious.
can be -seen. in Statistics' regarding bqtketnployment and under-employment

problems facing today's" liege ',gra kiates. The"NoveMber 1977, issue of
MONEY magazine reported BL-8..; stati tics .skri`dicating. that, oethe.-10 million

A .

collcge graduates .expected.), cluirns he' next decade, approximately 2,5
miilfonone out of every foiir-fic s the prospect of underernployment.,,,;.....,z.
Problems of moving= up hi. todays i-lc upationaf society are becoMing as great
for college graduates. as probletris.of ning entry into that society. Like the
desire of college .studentS for caiteeri assistance,. the need of assistance is so

-..- .

obvious as to almost be beyonpriebate:-
...e.., _. .

Sithilarly, .t.hreachness of college students for assistance in career planning.,. , . . -

and decision rfialung l's clear and apparent. Such students possess several natural
advantages over students in.-the IC,li schdol system including: (a) they are, by

, ..
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and large, further advanced in career maturity and readiness for career decision
making; (b) they are almost all old enough so as not to be hampered by child
laborlaws in seeking work experience in. the broader community; (c) they are
relatiyely more free than high school students in terrris--ckt flexibility in their
class schedules so can arrange different hours for work experience; and (d) they'
.are more acceptable to as part-time employees and. as person's
seeking career. exploratory -periences than are younger students from the
K-12 school system. These, land other factors, make problems of arranging
career education experiences for college students a manageable task.

5

Iri short, it seems safet-o-conclude that the probable receptivity of college
students to a career educatici ,emphasis appears high. It would be extremely
difficult to defend a contention that today's College students do not desire,
need, or, are not ready for such an emphasis. Those who care about the college
student must surely today h4ve some interest in applying the-camer education
concept to higher education.

Administrators in Higher Edu6ation
. t .

The need for "support f om the top" s ems tobe a necessary, though not a
sufficient, condition for/ipplementing change in any organization. While this
.concept may be somewhat more questionable in the case of higher education
institutions than- for many other kinds of organizations, it is certainly not

4t,inoperative. Yet, am' ng experts from higher educatiOn who_ have consulted
with OE's Office of arcer Education, one of the most frequent observations.
has been that this kind of top-leveladministrative support for career educatioh
is apparently lacking on many college and university campuses.

Several suggestions for overcoming_ this difficUlty have been-- offered
including the following. First, university administrators today are frequently.
asked to expand .the scope of persons served by highei education to include
adults as well as youth. A career educailon emphasis in higher eduCation is one
possible approach for doing soespecially with respect to problems of
mid-career change' and re-entry into the labor force being sought by many
women in today's society.

A second suggestion often made is to utilize the interest of influential
"thought leaders" in the' State to motivate top-leYel college and university
administrators ,to give serious consideration to career educationincluding
persons from both the State legislature and from the business/labor/industry
community.

Third, several persons have suggeited that an announced carter educatiorf
emphasis may, in these times, be an effective -means of recruiting recent high
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school 'graduates to the campus. Given the derhonstrated current high interest
in -career education concerns voiced by today's youth, this suggestion appears
to be a reasonable one. There is some evidence, in selected institutions, that it
has proven to be effective.

Fourth, some OCE consultants have hypothesized that, if a bonafide career
education'emphasis existed on'the campus, the college dropout/stop-out rate
may well be reduced. This, too, may prove helpful to the institution from both
a financial and from a public relatibns standpoint. .

Fifth,, to install a career education effort on a college or university campus
demands, among other things, the coordination, if not the consolidation, of
several kinds of existing student services. Such an action could well prove to be
a cost effective action on, tbe campus.

`';:ke -

Finally, several have suggested to OCE that some top-level college and
university administrators may be favorably inclined toward career education's
emphasis on involvement of al-Muni in career education efforts, both in terms.
of public relations benefits and because of the potential for increasing alumni
contributions to and interest in their alma mater.

If such suggestions are followed, OCE consultants tended to agree they may
encourage top-level college and university administrators 1o: (a) voice their
philosophical sUpport for') career education; (b) re-allocate some currently
existing funds! to the career education effort;' (c) move toward reorganizing
student services in ways. that improve the effectiveness Ofcareer education; and
(4) encourage mid-level administrators deans and department heads) to
-lend their support to career education. Such actions are not yet commonplace..

Non-Academic Staff Members in Higher Education

Most colleges and universities currently have -a number of non-teaching
elements in existence that could easily be restructured in ways that improve
the effectiveness of career education. The two major generic kinds of problems
existing are: (a) 'encouraging such units to work collaboratively rather than
independent of or in compttition with each other; and (b) encouraging greater
interaction between such elements and members of the teaching faculty.

One example is seen in the - recruiting - admissions counseling- financial aids-
placement operations within higher education. If viewed from a career
development standpoint, there is grd reason for putting these student services

. (if not more) under one administrative structure. Of all such units, the one-that
needs and deserves the greatest increase in emphasis at the present time, in my
opinions is the. :college placement Sffic). This is true both because of the
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`!bott in line" implications of. the tasks assigned the placement office and
because of the rich reservoir of .community resource Persons- that could be'
generated from existinecontacts .in the professional placement offices. If a
career education reorganization were to take place,- it -would surely recognize.
the -placement function as a developmental proceSs that begins with the
admissions office and continues through the student's academic life at the
institution. Professional pladement personnel have routine contacts with
employers from the business/industry/government/professional community' in
both on-campus and in (4f-campus settings. Such contacts could surely be
utilized far more extensively and effectively than they typically are at `present
for such purposes as participating in the career counseling process and in
serving as resource persons to ,mernbers'of the teaching faulty. Both ihe status
and _the importance of the college placewnt office on most campuseS need, in
my opinion,"to be greatly strengthened.

The alumni office on any campus certainly holds high potential for
interesting and involving alumni in an institutional career education effort.
Resppnses from alumni will provide valuable data to both students and-'faculty
who ask what one can ,do with a major in a particular field. Alumni who are
now active members of the occupational society can be'extremely valuable
career education resource persons on the campus and, it is not difficult to
interest them in doing so. 'Finally, alumni can and should be used much more
than they currently are on many campuses as aids in placing curt-aft- students in
part-time. jobs and graduates in full-time employment.

The domain of experiential education including cooperative education,
-work experience, and expien1tial learning programsshould become ' an-

part of a career education effort in higher education. The major
problem is one of shifting ,thee perspective of all' involved .from one of viewing
such efforts as small programs serving relatively small numbers of students to
one of viewing them as a form of,educational methodology that could, and
should, be applicable to most curricula of.the institution and made available to
most, if not all, 'students. Using various forms of student work experience
programs for career exploration is fully as important as using them for
purposes of making money available to students. Using experiential learning as
a supplement to cognitive learning is fully as important as using it as a
substitute for cognitive learning: Like the placement function, the general
.domain of experiential learning with all of its subparts is an area that needs and
deserves far greater ?emphasis on the college and university 'campus than it

_ currently typically enjoys. Similarly, contacts between persons responsible for
0-4 such progiVns and members of the teaching faculty need to be greatly

increased. Mere a comprehensive career education effort exists, this wilt
occur.-
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The Academic Faculty and Career Education

Finally,.any discussion of career education in higher education must include
a ditscuSsion of the critical role of the teaching. faculty in career education. No
matter how much student services are strengthened or changed, until and
unlessIthe teaching faculty becomes involved; it seems to me difficult to defend
a contention that career education is really "in; Place" in a given institution of
higher tlucation.

. 1.;
The sources of resistance to career education; or almost any other form of

educational innovation, can be summarized ea as follows:

1. Most faculty members do not understandthe concept and are not easily
motivated to learn about it through traditional faculty. meetings. The
term "faculty, development" is regarded, by the typical faculty member,
as an individual matter of personal choice, not something carried out in
group settings in meetings called by college admirristlrators.

2. To many members of the academic faculty, the goal of education is
simply educationi.e., the purposes that motivate the to learn
the subject matter and the uses made by the student Of the subject
matterare not matters of primary concern to the faculty member.

. . 3.. The high degree of autonomy afforded individual faculty inembers,..so
necessary to protection- of academic freedom, acts as a. most effective
deterrent to widespread institutional change. Only two basic avenues

.exist for use in motivating the individual faculty member to change: (a)
to convince him or hbr that, unless change occurs, the faculty member's
status.and/o? pOsition may be threatened; or (b) convince him -or her
that there is sornethin positiVe .to be gained from changing. Of these two'

-basic avenues, the second is far preferable to the first.

4. Faculty members tend to feel a higher loyalty to -their particular
academic discipline. than to the employing institution. Thus, their
tendencies to change are gOverned relatively more on th-e basis cif what is
the perceived direction of and benefits for the disCipline than any
perCe-Ared concern for thei goals and welfare of the institution.

Faced with such problems, participants in the 'OCE "mini-conferencei"i
whom I referred to earlier made several positive action suggestions aimed at
solving them, including:

.1. Recognizing .that the survival of Assistant Professors is heavily dependent
OfelDroduction of scholarly work within. their specialty and, recognizing



further that many who have attained the status of full Professor may be
disinclined toward change, concentrate on trying -to influence Associate
Professors to study, and learn' about career education through a series of
subsidized seminars where the, participating faculty members-will be paid
for learning. It was suggested that foundation funds may be available for
sudh-puiposes.

2. Organize "faculty development" programs . around sabbaticals in the
broader occupational society for individual faculty members. Stich

-" experiences, subsidized by the business/industry community, could help
faculty members learn how graduates use what they teach and motivate.
faculty members to place a greater emphasis on education for prepara-

.tion for work.

,/

With the help of the alumni association and the college placement office,
encourage individual faculty:members to follow up their majors in! order
to distover the occupations they actually follow. Such, data 'may
encourage many eaculty members to use. resource persons from the
liusiness/induStry community in their classes to( discuss career, implica
tions of current majors with students. s -.

4. -Demonstrate, using interested faculty, how a "careers" emphasis on the
, part of a given discipline or department within the institution may

encourage more students to enroll as majors. The "students voting. with
their feet" approach may encourage otlidr professors and department's to
adopt a similar approach.

5. Encourage faculty members to work collaboratiliely with those staff
persons in experiential education to combine a "learning to do" with a
"doing 'to learn" approach to mastery of the subject matter. If such a

. procedure( involves occasional visitation on the part of the faculty
inernlier -to an actual work' site for purposes of verifying or assessing
academir competence, this may encourage a,greater "career= education"
emphasis ill theleaching/learning proZess. .

Encodraga faculty members to discover the ways in which students may
use undergraduate majors in the occupational society. One of the
obstacles to be overcome is the assumption held by many faculty
members who ..teach undergraduate students that the prime use to be
made Of, the undergraduate degree is to gain admittance to graduate
school. The statistics on the oversupply of persons holding advaiced
'graduate degrees are impressive and readily available for use, in
encouraging individual faculty members to consider this option.

clY
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7. Make a special effort to encourage liberal arts faculty members -eo leart
about and appreciate the vital- contributions liberal arts, education makes
to education as -preparation for Work.' The need for true =liberal arts
education at Upper management. levels in the 'occtipational,society is easy
to document. SO, too, are the contributions of true liberal arts education
to helping the individual humanize the workplace for himself or herself.
Similarly, the contributions of liberal arts education to helping the
individual find -a humanistic meaning of work in productive use of leisure.
time are -matters easily, explained and readily accepted by liberal. arts
faculty Members. If, simultaneously, the institution volts a commit-
ment' to providing Students with a true liberal arts educationi.e.,- with
more than a simple collection :of:liberal arts courses --- members of. the
liberal &rts faculty may be more favorably inClined toward ernbracingthe
career education concept.

It will not be ewy, nor will i)._quick, to convince members of the teaching

IR

_,faculty to embrace the career education concept Or to participate in
implementing ..a career education effort in higher education. Still, the
institution that fails to make this a matter of high prioritylitarids little chance
of ever meeting the career education needs of its studenti:

\ This paper has obviously been oriented much more toward praginatic goals
than toward philosophical considerations. This emphasii has been purpbseful
and reflects my feeling that practical suggestions are -more needed today than
philOso-Phical ,arguments. As. a, result,these remarks will undoubtedly appear to
many to repiesent oversim' piffled generalizations rather than thoughtful
deliberations. I would hope that spine might discern_ that the generaliZations
made here are, in fact, based on some careful, thinking. I hope they may4::ir'i'T'
helpful to those higher educatitin institutions' now considering the career
e4ucation' concept.

,' You will note that, now-here in this discussion, have I mentioned the
/possibility of Federal financial aid to institutions of higher education for use in
initiating car.t.eeducaiion efforts. This has been purposeful on my part

6' because, at this point in time, there is no absolute assurance that such Federal
assistance will be forthcoming._ I hope that your interest in and concerns
regarding career education are not dependent on the presence or

.,A absence of sucWaid.
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CAREER. EDUCATION:CHALLENGES FOR CHANGE IN
COMMUNITY. COLLEGES

A constant and continuing cell for change is essential to ...e healthy growth
and development of any segmant of societty. Those socidt segments who
refuse to respond to such calls-tend to stagnate and die out the ecosysteni of
the larger society. The basis for change, if it is to be both viable and valid, must
lie in -recognized need to make that societal segment more appropriate, more
important, and more meaningful both to those ,,directly involved in it and to
the larger society of which it is a part. .

.

Only two basic avenues to Change exist. The' first is, to either increase or
decrease available resources. ' the second is to 'change the ways in .which
currently available resources are allocated. In terms of educatiOnal 'change, it
seems, advisable to these for -a ,variety of reasons, to seriously consider
the second of these: -two avenues for change. The ,career edUcation
concept has evolved on that asstirription.

It is my feeling that the :career 'education' concept holds high potential for
pointing to .desirable avenues foir*Change in coirrununity colleges at the present
time In saying thiS,'I hasten to .add "that it is relathkly important whether or
not the term "career education"' is 'used. It is, maximally important that a
unifying baSis for change be derived that can apply across the entire
community college=and the community in which it is located.

..

There are advantages to be gained from overstating and oversimplifying
Conditions calling for change. The two prime advantages are (a) it allows some
basic assumptions to surface which would probably otherwise.-go unsaid; and
(b). it allows those being asked to change to offer irnmediate -rebuttal
illustrating that they are not nifty of all charges made against them. Because
of these advantages, it is this apprqach I want to take here. I do so only
because I know these words will have no posterity beyond the moment. If they
have utility at .all, it will be simply to stimulate discussion .during this very
important conference. , .

The Need to Change: An Historical .Oversimplification Of the- Comimmity
College

. .

The community - collegecame on the:scene in American education under a
basic assumption that it was a more ecckhomical and more convenient way of
providing recent high school graduates with the first two years 01- a liberal arts .7".
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li -. \ .t..
,college education.. That's wily, as -f see it, they were called "junior Colleges',"

'-There were hidden. assumptions, at that time, that said; in effeet, "We admit
those students who take their first-two years of: 011ege with us may7kot have as
high quality inStruction as they could find in a`four-year college'or university,
but that doesn't matter much because the first two years of college aren't very
important anyway." (So far as I know, no one ever said that, of course, but

. that doesn't mean it didn't happeh.) This feeling was further seinfzeed when
one studies the teaching fadulty and observes that many were dia from the
ranks of outstanding secondary school teachersnot- from the traditional ranks
of Ph. D. specialist who 'aimed to teach liberal arts education at the
four-year-college or university level.

When occupational education `started to become 'an important part of the
curriculUrn in the junior college setting, it was seen, operationally, as a means'
of (a) attracting moire students to carpus and (b) serving a larger segment of
tiLe. community. So far as I can tell, it was not typically-seen as a part of,.the
total institutional:' effort designed to be :integrated with existing offerings.
Rather,lt was typically seen as an alternative form pf postsecondary'ostsecondary education
for those students who, unlike their counterparts in the liberal arts, program,
were no planning to continue toward the baccalaureate degree.

.

The next big expansion for this new form of,poStsecondary'educatIon cam_e
about as a series of attempts to meet needs Of the broader adult community in
addition to needs of recent high school: g duates. This in luded general
education needs, -occupational education need , nd recr onal education.
This brought yet a third sub populatibn of students o t e community college
campusand was basically responsible far one physical .change--ie., openingUp
the community college at night as well as ,during the day.

i It was because the nature and needs of the 'sti t nt.body expanded beyond'
siRply those of recent high school graduates see ng' a meanS of finishing the
fir?. two years of the baccalaureate requirements. hat 'the ter "community
college " - -came into' being as a, substitute' for the term ."junior college." The

. basic problem, it seems to me, is that this name dijange occtrred without a
simultaneous effort to discOv.er and buil,q Upon a unifying theme tha would tie
thOse three segments of the student body -and their facultiestogethe in a set
of common institutional goals. Without such -a unifyinggoal, competition for
funds, facilities, status, J'and .security was an inevitable Outcorile. Insted of

-..recognizing the importance each has for attainin the utgique.goals of the other
segments, false philosophical arguments were- forthulated dedicated to claim-
ingif not demonstrating -that one of these three segmentS was, in .fact the,
most important.. It .was, and continues to be, a "no-win" gituation. k.unifying
conceptual theme 'dedicated to 'bringing a common sense of-purposefulness and
meaningfulnAs to all who teach and all Who learn on the community college

. ,
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campus is desperately needed. Career education, it seems to me, is one among
several coiicepts that could be considered" a possible solutibn.

o

In order to :see how career .educationas a strategy for educational change
aimed at bringing a more proper and a more appropriate emphasis to the goal
of _education as preparation for workcould serve such a unifying conceptual
Purpose, I would like to comment briefly on challenges for change that seem
apparent in terms of .these three segments of the community college. I do this
in terms of institutional segments, rather than segments 'of the student body,
for reasons I hope will shortly become apparent.

The Liberal Arts Education and Community Colleges

Liberal arts education exists basically. in order to help persons understand
and appreciate the culture. so that they be better prepared to act both as
consumers of the: culture and as contributors to cultural change- and

'..development.. Of the multiple kinds of societal values addres'sed by liberal arts
education, work values certainly deserve to be considered.

In. an' edudational institution seeking to place a proper and appropriate
.emphasis. on the goal of education as preparation for ,'work, liberal arts
education has,- it seems to me, three.Xitally important. contributions to make
over and beyond its substantive content. The first relates to process goals of
liberal arts education which, historically, have been oriented around helping
students to think and to value. In terms of thinking skills, liberal arts education
seeks to help students learn how to think logically, 'analytically, philosophi-
c-ally, scientifically, and retrospectively.' In terns of valuing skills, liberal arts
education seeks to help students examine implications of particular alternatives
availableto them in light of the past, present, and probable future of the larger
society. Both of these kinds of skills are, in a' very real sense, "vocational skills"
in'that they ate the basic skills used in the daily work of upper management. in
the occupational. society. While no longer seen as-the single best means of
gaining initial entry-into that society, they remain the single best educational

.preparation-/for moving up and succeeding .in middle- and upper management
positions..

e second vital contribtition of liberal arts -education to education as
prepAation for work lies in its potential for helping persons find Meaning and
satisfaction in unpaid work tarried out as productive use of leisure time._ With
the dehumanizing conditions found today in many parts of the occupational;
society, it is becoming increasingly' important that persons be provided the.
means of meeting their human needs for worknote; not just for jobsin,
activities carried out in settings other than the job itself. The third vital
contribution of liberal arts education lies in its great potential. for helping the

Ai;
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.indiVidual gain 'a perspective of self and society that will, enable him/her to
humanize the workplace' for hirn'self or herself independent of actual
conditions found there.

0

There are two basic points I want to make here both, because oftime, very
incompletely. The first. is that liberal arts education, in these tiineS,.is badly
needed and extremely valulble both for students in occupational education
and for adult students as well as for the traditional young "junior college"
student on the community college campus. It seems to me' the liberal arts
education faculty should make an earnest and conscientious. effort to meet
needs of these persons. .-

The second basic point I want to make it that, in today's labor market; it
seems to 'me an unusual. opportunity exists- to_ provide quality. liberal arts
education on the community college canipn . -NO longei is it Itlifficult for
community: 6lleges to find qualified appllants or' the teaching faculty who
possess advanced degrees and experience in su academic disciplines as
-philosophy,. literature, sociology, psychology, mathematics, the physical'
sciences, art, and music. There is currently an oversupply of Ph: D.'s iii fields
such as this and that oversupply is predicted to continue.. If the current

. availability of such qualified. staff can be combined with the traditional small
class size 'of the community college and expanded into reduced teaching loads

...fOr liberal arts education .facultyvnernbers (so' that they, as.well as their
students, have time to think) it is entirely possible that the quality of true
liberal' art's, education on the community college campti,s could be raised to a
point where it-, exoeeds the quality of liberal arts courses :taught on a mass
instruction basis in many large university settings today. c

-

Occupational.Education and Community Colleges

Occupational education, as a major entity on the community college
campus, came into existence primarily for purposes of equipping studenti.with
specific- entry-level vocational skills that will enable them to gain- employment.
M with liberal arts education, career education seeks to continue an .emphasis
on 'the basic reason for being. At-the same time, as a unifying theme, career
education asks occupational education on the community college campus to
change in three basic And significant ways.

. First;. it seeks to' make the physical 'facilities of O2cupational education
readily available tb bOth liberal arts educati8n students and to adult students
whose -basic, purposes are mit oriented around acquiring entry-level occupa-
tional skills-. Such persons need and .could profit greatly. from an exposure to
occupational education that would aid them in:. (a) the career exploration.
processincluding -career. decisionmaking; and (b) finding ways of making

22
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4productive use of leisure time. I see no defensible reason why {these should
continue to be priorities that are either ignored by occupational education or
given .a very low priority. The facilities and staff know-how found In the
occupational segment of the community college must be made available for use
in broader purposes than simply providing some of the community college's
student body with entry-level vocational skills.

Second, it seems to me there is an immediate. and growing challenge for
occupational education to meet the needs for occupational upgrading in
vocational skills found among many members 'of today's labor force. The
rapidity of occupational changein terms of technological advancesmakes it
essential that many adult employed workers upgrade their vocational skills.
The Community collegeif it is to really serve the communitymust join forces
with the bUsiness/laborlindustry/government community in meeting such
needs.

-5?

,Third, .perhaps the largest challenge for change facing the occupational
edimatiOn segment of the community college' is that. of utilizing betterand
more fullyavailable community resources. The -current, immediate need to
join forces with CETA prime sponsors: tc!i implement proyisions of, the tecently
enacted YoUth-EMployment DeMonstration Projects Act of 1977 is only one
example that could be used here: It is my sirtcere hope that, as comm_ unity
colleges become involved rn implementalion of this legislation, they do so
primarily because of recognizing their, broader -responsibilitiesL7not Lust because
more FedeFal funds will be available to them. A more continuingand
genericneed is that of utilizing the physical and personnel .resOurces of the
business/laboriindustryiprofessional/government- community both'in providing
students with -work- eXperience opportunities and with opportunities . for
acquiring specific vocational skillS over and beyond those available ,on the
community college campus.- The "college :Without walls". concept is o e that.'
seems to me, to hold .4.speciallY serious . and important implications f r the
occupational education segment of .thecommunity college.

. In making thiseea for greater cornniunity"Utilization on the part of tho a in
occupational education, I hope: it is -clear that this same '.neect exists with
respect to those in liberal wits education on the community college caMpus.
The community itself represents a valuable resource for expanding the degree-
to which the coMmunity. college can better meet \the. needs of all its students

,

without greatly increasing its budget. The word 'tts.6../-nrnunity" deseryes at least
equal emphasis as:the word "college" in the community college Movement.

The career education concept calls fOr extending the meaning of the goal of
education as preparation for work beyond that. Of _simply supplying some
students with specifiC entry-level' vOcational Skills: In these limes, it is.
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imperative that this goal also encompass attention to providing students with:
(a) a personally meaningful get of work values useful in their total lifestyle; (b)
the skills and desire to move up in the occupational society once they have
gained initial entry; (c) the ability tor find meaningful and satisfying ways of_
finding work in their productive use of leisure time (d) increased assistance in
career development and career decisiomriakingL-including self-understanding
and undeistandings of the basic economics of the free enterprise system in
addition to the traditional emphasis on pure occupational' nformation; and (O-
a recognition of the importance and value of lifelong learning.

The career education concept is one which, to Me, could-serve as a unifying
vehicle for merging the interests and concerns of the liberal arts education
faculty, the occupational education faculty, and the continuing education
faculty in ways that, will enable them to work -together In the best interests of
the total student body. It is ad approach to educational change that, to me, is
in keeping with both the spirit. and the needs of the time..



.3

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, WORK EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION, AND CAREER EDUCATION:

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Two years ago, begisre--4 S group, I. pretented a rationale and a plea for
closer working relationship among cooperative education, work experience
education, and career educapon.' In doing so, I tried to point out that the
total spectrum of coopera9ve and work experience- education extends far
beyond simply the career education effOrt and that, similarly, career education
involves much more than cooperative and work experience education. At the
same time, I eMphasiZed that, to the extent all are recognized as parts of an
education .systern fok all of the children of all the people, cooperative
education, work experlence education, and career education share a common
rationale for existence. Today, am more convinced than ever that this is so.
This is obviously a personal bi on my part and one that must be seriously
questioned by professionals in co perative and work experience education.

1

Rather-than continue to plead. fOr closer relationships between cooperative
education, work experience education, and career education, it seems to me I
could conceivably be both more fair and more helpful if I share with you some
thoughts regarding possible major alternatives that now appear open to the
cooperative, and work experience education movement. Some one or some
combination of these alternatives must e' +d by cooperative and work
eXperience educators in order to provide-a solid educational rationale for,. the '
contiwiinp 'existence and grOwth.of -th movement. That is, in these times of -'t1
tight financial restrictions on America education, each part of education is
faced with demands that it justif expenditure of educational dollars.
Cooperative and work experience edii ation is no exception:

I am basically referring to alteriKa,ive strategieS vailable to booperative and
work experience education for 'marketing t ement at the secondary.and
postseConilary levels. .My prime Interest obviously is in interesting you in
considering career education as one of several alternative'Strategies'available for
use. M5i interest is not in discouraging you from and Using other

0
strategies.- as well-.

To accomplish this purpuse, I would like to first briefly outline what seems
to me to represent several available basic strategies for. Use in convincing
educational crecisionmakers,'Students,, and members -of the blisin'ess/labor/in-,
dustry community of the worth of cooPerative_aad vocationat-, edu6atiorl.
Second, I would like to outline, in somewhat greater detail, a broader strategy

,\
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_that could be used if desited:Finally, wou like to conclude with a few
comments regarding the future,of coOperative and work experience education.

Possible Strategies for Marketing Cooperative and Work Experience Education

Three- audiences; namely (a)- educational decisionmakers; (b) students; and
(c) the 6usoriess/labor/industry -comrnunify rriust be convinced of the worth of

, ;

-these progriarns. Any given strategy must- appeal to all three. Given his
assumptiOn, the following strategies appear available -for use. /

-

..
Strategj Cooperative and work experience education increase school

holdifik power; To use this strategy, of course,is to concentrate attention on
those who are most likely to leave educational institutions unless .provided
opportitnities to participate- in cooperative and/or work experience education..
The most Obvious current use of this strategy is seen in P.L. 95-93 THE
YOUTH. EMPLOYMENT AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS ACT OF
1977. Title. II, Subpart 1, of that law has already had appropriated $115.0
million for a massive experiment _designed. to Ascertain the extent to which
providing economically disadvantaged seCon awry .school age Youth with paid
work experience will motivate those in s'cho to remain until graduation and
thoSe now out of school to return /O s condarY schools. Aisurning this
experiment produces positive- results th sib( major urban areas where, it is
being conducted, Jt could be expected tha considerably more funds 'could be
inade available to operate such prograni t is a strategy that, with the current
great social concern about youth emplOyment and unemployMent, could
generate considerable societal support for Cooperative and work 'experience
education. If successful at the secondary school level for work experience
programs, it could easily be expanded to the postsecondary level.

Strategy 2: Cooperative and work experience prograins are a special brand
of vocational and occupational education. P.L. 94-482THE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1976utilizes: this strategy, in part; in
providing for both cooperative and work- experience program efforts: The basiC
notion is to picture. both work experience and :cObperative education as forms-
of experiential' learning that, for some students, is both more appealing and
more productive than traditional vocational education offerings. As an
alternative means of acquiring entry-level vocational skills, this is -a strategy
that could be rather easily. defended both in terms :of its need and its
demonstrated effectiveness: It would, of courSe, be designed Only for a portion
of the student body.

Strategy 3: Cooperative and work experience .programs provide students
with experiences and motivations tha:t lead to increased academic achievement.
This, of course, has been part of the rationale for cooperative education at the
postsecondary school- level almost from the beginning. Some of the most
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dramatic evidenees of success for collegiate cooperative education programs
have been found in ,the'acWlernic gains registered by participating students. It is
a strategy .built around assumptions of helping Students learn. about work and
about education/work relationships as means of encouraging increased aca-
den-lic achievement. While apparently demOnstrated, if not proven,' at the
collegiate level, this strategy does not appear to have been used much at the
Secondary' school level. It' is a strategy that could be used as 'a rationale for
offering cooperative, and work experience opportunities to all students. It has
not appeared to work, at any level of education, to accomplish this
objective with the exception: of a very small number of higher education
institutions.

Strategy 4: Ccioperatize 'and work Experience programs prOvide students
witlzopportunities for career awareness, exploration, and decisionmaking.
95-207, THE CAREER -EDUCATION INCENTIVE A_ CT OF 1977 uses this
strategy in making .work experience opportunities .specifically. available in
Section '8(a)(3)(D) of that !AV./. ather than concentrating either on 'helping
students acquire specific entry-level vocational skills or on increasing employer
productivity, the kinds of work _experience called for Under, this act
concentrate attention on: helping youth: in the broad career decisionmaking
'process and on making work a more meaningful part of their total lifestyle.
Again, it is a strategy that could be easily and lOgicallY applied to all students
at both the Secondary and postsecondary levels., Except for the far' western
portion of the United' States, it is not a strategy that appears to have been
either adopted or seriously considered by cooperative -and work experience'
professiOnals. It was this' strategy that I was essentially 'Pleading -feir when I
addressed this group two years ago.

lo

The Concept of Collaboration: A Bridging Strategy

Let us turn .now from specific strategies available for use- in marketing
cooperative and work experience programs to broader strategy considerations. .
I am becoming increasingly_ convinced that all of us who are committed to,.
bringing a more appropriate and proper 'emphasis to the goal of education as
preparation for work can best.do so by joining. forces in promoting .the concept
of collaboration as an avenue- of basic educational change. By "all oQ us," I
include many academic educators, administrators, members of educational
governing bodies, and many of the general. public as well as most of those in
vocational, cooperative, work experience, and career education. My basic thesis
is that our individual program efforts 'will gain most if we join forces in
promoting the concept of collaboration..

My thoughts this 'area have been motivated by remarks of partiapants in
'three recent ."`mini-conferences" I have conduCted around the topic of."The
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Concept of Collaboration in Career. Education." Participants included some
leading educational conceptualizers, representatives froth the business/labor/
industry. community, and- a number of K-12 career:education coordinators.
They jointly defined "collaboration" as follows:

The LI 'collaboration,' when applied to American education, is defined
here as a prodess involving shared commitment, responsibility, and authority
between the formal system of education and various segments of the
broader community for meeting identified learner, needs.

When used in connection with attaining, the goal of eduCation as preparation
for work, the concept of collaboration is as applicable to vocational,
cooperative, and work experience education as it is to career educaporr. In the
sense of -placCing a share of the rpsporisibility for program success and authority
with the broader community, it is of equal concern to all'-of us. I would like
here to summarize the perCeived advantages -of collaboration participants saw
for students; for educators, and for the business/labor/industry community
when applied to the goal of education as preparation for work. My purpose in
doing -so. is to illustrate that these advantages can be applied to all parts of
education concerned with this goal. First, m terms of benefits accruing to
students, participants listed the following student learner outcomes that they
believe could be attained better (note: note excaqvely) through c011abOrative
efforts:

1. Abetter understanding of-the interdependence of occupations;

2. A more diversified set of opportunities for careefexploration;

3. Improved attitudes toward work as a valuable part of society;

4. A better understanding and appreciation of relationships between work
and total lifestyle patterns;

:Improved ability to communicate effectively with adult workers;

6. An increased motivation to learn subject matter taught in schools;

7. A _more complete and realistic understanding of how a business
organization operates;

8. An increased understanding and appreciation of the private enterprise
system;

9.' A' better understanding. of ways. in- which their persOnal skills and
abilities relate to the comniunity's need for workers;
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10. A better understanding of the concept of competition in the labor
market and stimulation to compete for jobs in the labor market;

11. A better understanding of the variety of career path followed by adult
workers during their working life;

12. An opportunity to use adult workers as role Models for career
decisiorunalang.

Second, participants saw the following benefits for educators if the concept
of collaboration is used in implementing career educltion efforts: - --

1.. Increased effectiveness of students in making the transition from school
to work may result in greater community support for education.

2. Working with the community can help education better understand and
respond to community needs.

3. A collaborative effort can increase public u derstanding, acceptance,
endorsement of the goals of education.

4. A collaborative effort pan help members of the broader community gain
a greater understanding and appreciation of problems faced by educa-
tors.

5. Using community resources 'in a collaborative effort can help education
increase its effectiveness. without asking for large budget increases.

6. Increased understanding of the occupational society gained through a
collaborative effort 'will provide gdticators with knowledge and insights
useful in better motivating studerits to learn.

7. The use of community resources can provide variety in the teaching/
learning process thus making teaching more meaningful to teachers and
learning more meaningful to students.

8. A community collabOrative -.effort can provide thilse educators desiring
to become employed in the business/labor/industry community with
knowledge and contacts that willbe helpful to them.:

Third, participants saw the following as benefit accruing to the business/
labor/industry community through a collaborative career education effort:

1. A reduction in alienation of education toward the nature and goals of
the business/labor/industry community;
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2. An increase in the q ity of youth seeking to enter the occupational
society;

3. Public relations bene its through helping both educators and students..
better understand the social need and desirability for your business..

4. Opportunities for .th- business/labor/industry community to tell its side
of the story without the message being. "filtered" through educators who
themselves do not derstand the private enterprise system.

5. The potential cos benefit ratios resulting from prospects of fewer
school-alienated y uths, unemployed dropouts, maintenance costs for
juvenile delinque ts, etc., makes a collaborative.career education effort a
good investment or business and industry.

6. A collaborativ effort is a good means of encouraging volunteerism
aimed at bette lifestyles for employees.

7. A collaborati e career education effort can help a given business get its
message acr ss to teachers and students' whereas, without this, difficul-
ties in gaining entrance to schools are often encountered.

8. Youth area future voters, stockholders, and employees. It's good business
to pay attention to them-.

My7prune/reason for sharing-these rather long" lists with/youis that, almost
without exception, they apply equally as well to vocational; cooperative, and
work experience educators as they -do to those in career- educatilp. Each of
you might add a' few to this list and eliminate some now on it, but, if you
my prediction is that your . basic lists would be very similar.

Each of us,- whether we be in vocational, cooperative, work experience, or
career education, share a common sense of basic purpose in our, efforts to: (a)
bring a . more proPer and appropriate emphasis to the goal of education as
preparation for work to American education; and (b) involve the

o
broader /

community in attaining this goal. None of us can hope. to be successful without
. .

the support and backing of both educational decisionmakers:and.members of
the business/labor/industry community. The concept of collabOration repre-
sents a direction for basic education change that is appropriate for all of us to
endorse.. It is vital to the success of our individual efforts in meeting student
needs. It is a way of drawing us together without getting involved in
"turfmanship" problems. I think it is a-strategy worth trying.

'c

TO talk about the concept of collaboration shoula hardly be new to those in
cooperative and work experience education. That is, you represent that part of
education who invented the concept of collaboration that others today seem so
anxious to emulate. -Similarly, to talk about the goal of education as
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preparation for work as extending considerably beyond providing students
with specific entry-level vocational skills is a crusade has been champiOned
by cooperative and work experience education f r years. So, too, has the
notion of recognizing the advantages- of experienti education in attaining the
,goal cif education as preparation for ',vork at bot the secondary and at the
postsecondary levels of education. In-each of thete ways, cooperative and work
experience education- have been on the leading edge of basic edueational
change. Yet, as baSic change agents in American educatioh, theSe two areas,
have never exerted firm educational leadership. Instead, they, appear to me to
hav\ existesl as. relatively small parts of vocational and occupational educatiOn.

Today, bOth cooperative and work experience education,Lhave suddenly
been recognized by a variety ofkindsof Federal legislation as promising efforts
that should be included in the brbader program emphases called for by such
legislation. An immediately practical problem is knowing how to prioritize
these multiple demands and how to adequately respond to each.. The longer
run problem, it seems to me, is for occupational and work experience,
educators .to accept responsibility as leaders of basic educational change under
the banner of collabotation.

It-is, it seems to me, time for cooperative and work experience education .to
emerge as signifiCant ethicational influences in their own right. If and when you
do so, you will fund multiple opportunities to work, at both the. K -12 and at
the postsecondary levels, with a wide variety of academic disciplines as Well as
with both vocational-education and-Career. education. This, it seems tome, is
your destiny.. I. can only hope it becomes a goal that you set abWut to
implement.
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